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Description
  In edit mode (and maybe also in view mode) ItemsList Fields should offer an "Add new item" button and an edit and/or delete icon where the user has those permissions.

  This should be new field options and default to off (i.e. empty) for upgrades. This should work like the existing addItems param on ItemLink fields, perhaps with a companion addItemsWikiTpl option for a template.

  Options:

  • addItem (text to show on an add new things button)
  • editItem (y/n to show an edit icon next to each item)
  • deleteItem (y/n to show a delete icon next to each item)
  • editInViewMode (y/n whether the edit buttons and icons also appear when viewing an item)

Solution
  First commit:

  https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/75296

Importance
  6
Easy to solve? 5
Priority 30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tiki.org

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org

Version: 18.x ▼

Ticket ID 7206

Created Friday 08 November, 2019 11:57:07 GMT-0000 by Jonny Bradley

LastModif Wednesday 14 April, 2021 15:35:35 GMT-0000

Comments

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 18 Aug 20 10:36 GMT-0000
Thanks for this very nice addition I just discovered as I needed exactly this on a output template for a plugin List ! ;-) 

I made 2 dirty modifications and may be it can think off for improvement of this enhancement.

1/ Hacked the code to display the delete button in view mode.
   (I really think we should had a deleteInViewMode parameter)

2/ The icons were a little bigger for me so I added an iclass to the icon plugin:

   iclass="fa-xs"

As well as some splace between elements so they are useable on mobile (with different size of fingers ?) and not on the edge of the screen (and rtl safe).

Look nicer IMO.

What you think ?
Jonny Bradley 14 Apr 21 15:35 GMT-0000
Closing as it was delivered ages ago...

Jonny Bradley 14 Apr 21 15:35 GMT-0000
Closing as it was delivered ages ago...
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